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Abstract. Color has plenty of discriminative information that can be
used to improve the performance of face recognition algorithms, although
it is difficult to use it because of its high variability. In this paper we investigate the use of the quaternion representation of a color image for
face recognition. We also propose a new representation for color images
based on complex numbers. These two color representation methods are
compared with the traditional grayscale and RGB representations using
an eigenfaces based algorithm for identity verification. The experimental
results show that the proposed method gives a very significant improvement when compared to using only the illuminance information.

1

Introduction

Humans have a high performance for recognizing faces even when they are in
grayscale. However resent research on face recognition by humans indicates that
color information is very important in certain circumstances, for example when
images have an extremely low resolution [1].
The use of color introduces new sources of variability that makes the problem
harder and more expensive to resolve. But despite these problems, if humans
recognize faces better when they are in color, then there is no doubt that the
color contains very useful information that can help improve the accuracies of
current systems [1–3].
The main topic that we want to address in this paper is how to represent the
color images in order to take advantage of all the information it holds. Moreover we are going to apply light normalization techniques to the proposed color
representations in order to avoid the effect of illumination and color variability.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses color image representations in general, describes the two representation methods being compared and
two baseline techniques. Section 3 describes the normalization methods used in
the experiments. Section 4 presents the algorithm used in the experiments and
⋆
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the adaptations to the new color representations. Section 5 shows the results of
the experiments carried out. Finally section 6 draws the conclusions and directions for future research.

2

Representing Color Images

There are many ways in which a color image can be represented mathematically. The straightforward representation is to link the three color components
so the dimensionality of the feature vector is three times the dimensionality of
the grayscale version. We will use this representation and the grayscale representation as baselines in our experiments.
In this paper we compare two methods for representing color images. The
first one using quaternion numbers, and a proposed one using complex numbers.
The benefit of these representations is that they use the color information while
the pixel structure is preserved.

2.1

Quaternion Representation of Images

The quaternions can be seen as a generalization of complex numbers to four
dimensions [4]. Any quaternion can be written using four real numbers as
q = qr + qi i + qj j + qk k

(1)

where qr , qi , qj , qk ∈ R and i, j, k are three different imaginary units related by
i2 = j2 = k2 = ijk = −1

(2)

The set of quaternion numbers is commonly denoted by H named after the
person that proposed them W. R. Hamilton [4]. For the quaternions most of
the algebraic properties are the same as for real or complex numbers. A particular property that distinguishes them from real or complex numbers is that
multiplication is not commutative. For a more detailed review of the quaternion
properties refer to [5].
The quaternions have been proposed for modelling color images [6] which
has been successfully applied in digital image processing [7–9], although it has
not been used for image recognition. This approach represents each pixel of an
image using a single quaternion, the real part is set to zero and the three color
components are assigned to the imaginary parts. The resulting representation is
a quaternion vector of dimension the same as the number of pixels in the image.
The fact that the algebraic properties of the quaternion are similar to the
real numbers and has a mathematical background, makes them very attractive
to be used for representing color. In fact, most of the algorithms that exist for
grayscale images can be easily generalized to the quaternion domain.
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Complex Representation of Images

There is major drawback when representing color images as quaternions and
using the generalized algorithms from the grayscale version. The problem is
that the algorithms tend to be more computationally expensive. For example a
single multiplication of two scalars in the quaternion domain in general requires
sixteen distinct multiplications. It is understandable that the algorithms used for
color images could be more expensive than the ones used for grayscale images.
Although it would be desirable to find algorithms that can be used for color
images without increasing considerably their cost.
In this section we propose to represent color images as a complex valued
vector, where each pixel is represented by a single complex number. This representation also makes possible to generalize the grayscale algorithms to color,
while having a lower cost than the quaternion representation. Because a complex
number is composed of only two values, we need to find a way to represent the
color components using two numbers. To do this we are going to define a new
color space, the PCA color space.
It is complicated to define a two component color space that can be used for
image recognition in general. But if we consider a specific problem, for example
in this case the images are only from human faces, a better color space can be
defined. It is known that the possible colors of faces lie on a well defined region
of the color space [10]. If we use a dimensionality reduction technique such as
Principal Component Analysis (PCA), we are capable of reducing the three color
components to two while making sure that we retain most of the original color
information. The first and second principal components are assigned to the real
and imaginary parts respectively, and the third principal component is ignored.
This PCA color space depends on the task being considered and it needs to
be calculated using the training data.

3

Illumination Normalization

In a face recognition system one of the most difficult properties to achieve is
illumination invariance. This means the performance of the system must not
be affected by the amount of lighting conditions. One possibility to reduce this
variability is to process the image prior to the recognition stage aiming to obtain
a representation invariant to the illumination conditions. In the face recognition
context this is commonly called illumination normalization, for color images this
is also called color constancy.
Several illumination normalization techniques exist [11–13]. A very simple
one that gives good results is to locally make the mean of the image to zero and
the variance to one [14]. Here we propose to extend this algorithm to color images
by normalizing each component of the color space independently. Normalizing
an image I globally for each color component c would be
Ic − µc
Iˆc =
σc

(3)
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where µc and σc is the mean and the standard deviation of the color component
c respectively.
The local normalization is analogous to the global one, the difference is that
the normalization function is applied locally. By applying a function locally we
mean the following. A region of the image of size w × w, is selected and the
normalization function is applied to it. This process is repeated by moving the
selection window pixel by pixel all over the image. Because the windows overlap,
the final pixel value is the average of all the results for that particular pixel.

4

Face Verification Algorithm

In a face verification system a person claims a certain identity and a decision
is taken whether it is or it is not the true identity. Features are extracted from
the person’s face image and are compared with the the model of the claimed
identity. The client is accepted or rejected depending on a threshold.
The objective of the chosen algorithm is to assess if the representations described previously are adequate to be used in face verification and if they give a
considerable improvement when compared to using the baseline representations.
To do this we are going to define a simple algorithm that works analogously in
the real domain for grayscale and linked color components images, and in the
complex and quaternion domains for color images.
4.1

Eigenfaces

When images are represented by a single vector, as in our case, the original
dimensionality of the feature vectors is very high. For this reason most of the
recognition algorithms use some sort of dimensionality reduction technique before the classifier. A very popular technique is Principal Component Analysis
(PCA), which in the context of face recognition it is known as eigenfaces [15].
Eigenfaces has become a general baseline for face recognition, therefore it is
the one that we used. For the classifier we used the nearest neighbor using the
Euclidean distance.
Because we are representing the images using complex and quaternion vectors, we also need PCA in these domains. PCA has already been generalized to
quaternion vectors [8]. For complex vectors the generalization can be seen as a
special case of quaternion PCA.
At the moment there is no mathematical software that has full support for
quaternions. So in order to do a singular value decomposition of a quaternion
matrix, which is needed for doing PCA, we have to use an isomorphism. This
isomorphism is explained in [16].

5

Experiments

The corpora used in the experiments are the frontal datasets of the XM2VTS
database [17], referred to as CDS001 and CDS006. Each dataset corresponds
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to one of the two shots taken at each of the sessions. Four session where taken
distributed over a period of four months. In total there are eight images for each
of the 295 subjects. The faces where manually cropped and resized to 24 × 24
pixels using the eye coordinates that are publicly available.
Verification on the XM2VTS database is evaluated using the Lausanne protocol [18]. This protocol specifies two experimentation configurations that state
which images are to be used as training, evaluation and test. The protocol also
specifies the measurements to be used so that the performance of different algorithms can be compared. Apart from the training, evaluation and test sets
specified on the protocol configuration I, we generated nine more randomized
sets. With these sets, the experiments where repeated ten times in order to
make the results more reliable.
5.1

The Eigenfaces

Figure 1 shows the mean face and the first seven eigenfaces for each representation method without illumination normalization. The most interesting thing to
note is that for all the methods the eigenfaces are quite similar. The eigenfaces
can be seen as directions of maximum variability of the data. If these directions
do not change by introducing color information, this indicates that there is a
correlation between the global structure of the face and the color content. This
result can be observed by considering that the race of a person not only indicates
a particular skin color, but also a particular facial structure.
5.2

Verification Results

Figure 2 shows some graphs of the total error rates (see [18] for details) for the
evaluation set with respect to the degrees of freedom. By degrees of freedom
it is meant the amount of real numbers used to represent the feature vector.
D′ principal components produces D′ , D′ /2 or D′ /4 numbers for real, complex
and quaternion vectors respectively. We have plotted the graphs this way because for the same degrees of freedom all of the methods have approximately
the same verification computational cost. Three different graphs are obtained
according to the three different preprocessing techniques: none, global and local
normalization.
When there is no normalization the color representations give lower error
rates although analyzing the confidence intervals it can be seen that they are
not statistically better than gray. Using global normalization the color methods
are considerably better than gray. The two methods rgb and cplx reach a minimum at 64 degrees of freedom, for quat the behavior is somewhat different, the
minimum is located at 256 degrees of freedom.
For local normalization, the curves show the results taking the best normalization window size w for each method. Although we expected a general
improvement in all of the methods [14], for gray the errors only decrease slightly
and for rgb and quat the errors even increase. In contrast the errors for cplx
improve considerably.
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Fig. 1. The mean face (left column) and the first eigenfaces (columns 2 to 8) ordered
in decreasing eigenvalue for each representation method. For quat the first row is the
real part and the second row are the imaginary parts represented as a color image.

The final graph shows the best result for each of the methods. The optimum parameters for each method were: for gray d = 64 and local normalization
w = 22, for rgb d = 64 and global normalization, for cplx d = 64 and local
normalization w = 14, and for quat d = 256 and global normalization. Only
cplx gives a significant improvement with respect to gray and rgb.
Table 1. Error rates for the evaluation and test sets for each representation method,
the 95% confidence intervals and the relative improvement with respect to gray.
Method
gray
rgb
cplx
quat

Evaluation Set
TER 95% conf. int. Improvement
19.0
18.4–19.7
17.0
16.4–17.7
10.5%
14.1 13.4–14.2
26.2%
17.0
16.4–17.7
10.5%

Test Set
TER 95% conf. int. Improvement
17.3
16.4–18.1
16.3
15.4–17.3
5.3%
12.9 12.1–13.7
25.2%
16.5
15.7–17.3
4.4%

Table 1 shows the error rates for each method with the optimum parameters,
for both the evaluation and test sets. The relative improvement of the color
representations with respect to gray is also presented.
The relative improvement obtained using the complex representation is quite
significant. This suggest that the color can be used effectively as a discriminative
feature in face recognition. The same improvement is seen in both the evaluation
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Fig. 2. The first three graphs are for the total error rates for the evaluation set [18]
with respect to the degrees of freedom for the different preprocessing schemes. The last
graph are the error rates for the preprocessing parameters that give the best result in
each method. Error bars indicate the 95% confidence intervals.

and the test set so the representation also had the characteristic of generalizing
well to new data. The results obtained using the quaternion representation are
disappointing, comparing with rgb, there is practically no improvement for the
evaluation set and for the test it is actually worse.

6

Conclusions and future work

In this paper we studied two possible ways of representing color images for the
purpose of being used in face recognition. These where tested using the XM2VTS
database for face verification.
The first one is based on the quaternion model of a color image, which has
been successfully used in digital image processing. It was seen that although it
could improve the system performance, it requires parameters that make the
algorithm very expensive.
The results from the second representation, using complex numbers, show a
significant improvement. This suggests that color is an important discriminative
feature that can be used to improve considerably the accuracy of a system when
compared to using only the illuminance information. Although this representa-
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tion gives a big improvement, it is not conclusive on whether the gain is due to
the actual representation or to the color space and illumination normalization
methods used.
As future research, we are going to use the same ideas presented here to
extend other grayscale algorithms to color, so that we can achieve competitive
recognition accuracies. Also, we should use other face databases that have a less
constrained environment to see if the improvement keeps being significant.
Other research topics to explore is to find new color spaces and normalization
techniques, that like the proposed PCA color space and local normalization,
aims to remove the variability of color in faces while keeping the discriminative
information.
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